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Why Segmentation Matters: Experience-Driven Segmentation Errors Impair “Morpheme” Learning
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We ask whether an adult learner’s knowledge of their native language impedes statistical learning in a new language beyond just word segmentation (as previously shown). In particular, we examine the impact of native-language word-form phonotactics on learners’ ability to segment words into their component morphemes and learn phonologically triggered variation of morphemes. We find that learning is impaired when words and component morphemes are structured to conflict with a learner’s native-language phonotactic system, but not when native-language phonotactics do not conflict with morpheme boundaries in the artificial language. A learner’s native-language knowledge can therefore have a cascading impact affecting word segmentation and the morphological variation that relies upon proper segmentation. These results show that getting word segmentation right early in learning is deeply important for learning other aspects of language, even those (morphology) that are known to pose a great difficulty for adult language learners.
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Languages have statistical structure—regularities in the distribution or placement of sounds, words, kinds or categories of words, and phrases—and recently there has been a great deal of work investigating how learners might use these regularities to acquire language. Most research on this ability, often termed statistical learning, proceeds by asking about the kinds of statistical patterns present in actual languages, then building a small artificial language with the same kind or kinds of patterns, and finally assessing learners’ ability to use the pattern to acquire some aspect of the language. For instance, Saffran, Aslin, & Newport (1996) noted, based on Harris (1955), that sequences of sounds that are within a word are more predictable than sequences of sounds that are not within the same word. They tested 8-month-old infants’ ability to find words in a continuous speech stream based on these regularities of co-occurrence (in particular, transitional probabilities of syllables), and found that the infants could indeed use this information to segment words out of running speech (Saffran, Aslin et al., 1996). Similar research has since demonstrated learners’ abilities with a wide range of linguistically relevant statistical patterns: nonadjacent regularities similar to morphological dependencies (Gómez, 2002) and consonant and vowel tiers (Newport & Aslin, 2004), bimodal distributions similar to phonemic distinctions (Maye, Werker, & Gerken, 2002), and even distributional information relevant for learning grammatical morphology (Finley & Newport, 2010) and forming linguistic categories and syntactic phrases (Reeder, Newport, & Aslin, 2013; Thompson & Newport, 2007; Wilson & Hudson Kam, 2013). There is also evidence that learning does not simply stop when some knowledge state has been reached (cf., Gebhart, Aslin, & Newport, 2009). Recent studies on language processing, for instance, have demonstrated that statistical learning is involved in rapid updating of expectations that influence real-time language processing (Farmer, Monaghan, Misyak, & Christiansen, 2011; Fine, Jaeger, Farmer, & Qian, 2013).

Despite its apparent usefulness for language learning, statistical learning is relatively modality and species independent, that is, many of the things humans can learn in artificial language stimuli they can learn from decidedly nonlinguistic input, and many of the same abilities have been shown in nonhumans species as well (for a review see Romberg & Saffran, 2010). And although statistical learning seems to be relatively age-independent (Saffran, Aslin et al., 1996; Saffran, Johnson, Aslin, & Newport, 1999; Saffran, Newport, & Aslin, 1996), developmental differences in learning are observed.

Generally, these developmental differences appear to be related to emerging knowledge of the learners’ first language (L1; Finn & Hudson Kam, 2008; Lew-Williams & Saffran, 2012; Thiessen & Saffran, 2003; Yoshida, Pons, Maye, & Werker, 2010). In the context of infants acquiring their L1, such changes are likely highly beneficial. For older learners trying to acquire a new lan-
guage, however, the changes are likely much less helpful, even to the point of impeding learning. Here we explore that possibility, namely that an adult learner’s L1 knowledge can impede statistical learning outcomes for a second language (L2), in the context of morphological learning. In particular, using an artificial language, we examine the impact of L1 phonotactics on adult learners’ ability to correctly segment words into their component morphemes; we find that segmentation is impaired when words and component morphemes are structured to conflict with a learner’s L1 phonotactic system, but not when L1 phonotactics do not conflict with morpheme boundaries in the artificial language.

The Role of Existing Knowledge in Statistical Learning

Although word segmentation from transitional probability (TP; the probability of an X-Y transition given X) is robust, studies show that prior experience or knowledge can influence learning in both infants and adults. In infants, emerging experience with language appears to shift how statistical regularities are used. Thiessen and Saffran (2003), for instance, found that while 6-month-olds will use TPs for word segmentation even when they conflict with the characteristic stress pattern of English bisyllabic words (strong-weak), 9-month-olds prefer words consistent with the English pattern such that they will override the TPs. This timing is consistent with earlier work demonstrating that 9-month-old, but not 6-month old, English-learning infants show a preference for words with the strong-weak stress pattern (Jusczyk, Cutler, & Redanz, 1993; Thiessen & Saffran, 2003). It has also been shown that learning sound categories (akin to phonemes) from distributional information takes more exposure after infants have become tuned to the phonemes that are relevant in their native language (Yoshida et al., 2010).

Native language knowledge also influences learning from TPs in adults. In the first experimental demonstration of this, adult native English speakers were exposed to an unsegmented speech stream in which English phonotactics were pitted against TP. When words started with sound combinations that are not permitted word-initially in English, adult learners were unable to use TP information for segmentation even when they conflict with the English phonotactic system (Saffran, 2003). L1 influence on segmentation is not limited to English phonotactics. Another study found that adults were similarly unable to use TP information for segmentation when general word-form patterns in Catalan (their native language) were pitted against TP (Toro, Pons, Bion, & Sebastián-Gallés, 2011).

These results make a great deal of sense when viewed from the perspective of the well-known phenomena of interference and transfer in second language acquisition. It has long been known that learners often have difficulty learning aspects of a L2 that differ from those in their L1, and the statistical learning results just discussed begin to provide an explanation for interference (at a mechanistic level): learners have difficulty computing statistical regularities that are in direct conflict with the patterns in their L1. However, late learners’ difficulties are not limited to cases where the two languages directly conflict. If it were, English learners should have less difficulty with grammatical gender in Spanish than French-speaking learners, for example, since there is no conflict between grammatical gender assignment in English and Spanish while there sometimes is between French and Spanish.

However, research shows that this is not the case (White, Valenzuela, Kozłowska-MacGregor, & Leung, 2004). Recent work using artificial languages is beginning to provide hints about these broader learning difficulties too. Finn, Hudson Kam, Ettlinger, Vylacil, & D’Esposito (2013) showed that the sound inventory of an L2 affects where in the brain the L2 is processed, something with obvious consequences for learning. And Onnis and Thiessen (2013) showed that L1 regularities can even influence the nature of the computations a learner performs in a novel language. In particular, they found that the dominant word order in a participant’s L1 affected whether they computed backward or forward TPs in an artificial language. Thus, despite initial and continuing evidence of widespread statistical learning abilities (in terms of species and domains), more recent work is also beginning to uncover interesting constraints on this kind of learning that arise from what a learner already knows about the domain involved, where domain is construed both narrowly (e.g., word forms) and broadly (e.g., language-wide ordering patterns).

The present study is very much in this same line of work. In particular, we examine whether adults’ ability to learn morphological variation, something they are known to have difficulty with (Johnson & Newport, 1989; Newport, 1990), is directly affected by native-language phonotactics. Participants were exposed to a language containing two position-dependent prefixes, each of which had two allomorphs (forms dependent on the phonological context), one for stems beginning in vowels (V) and the other for stems beginning in consonant (C) clusters. The onset clusters (CC) either violated (experimental language) or cohered with (control language) English phonotactics (the native language of the participants). For one of the prefixes, clear segmentation information was provided in the input, but for the other, it was not. Thus, participants had to use distributional information alone to properly segment the second prefix from the roots. If missegmentation due to L1 knowledge bleeds into other aspects of learning, we should see learning in the licit (according to L1 phonotactics), but not the illicit language.

It almost seems self-evident that adult learners will have difficulty with this task. Adult learners are known to have problems with morphological variation, often seeming to prefer a single form when the language has an alternation (e.g., Klein & Perdue, 1993). Indeed, some have suggested that adult learners have difficulty with morphological segmentation more broadly (e.g., Newport, 1990). However, a general problem with alternation in adult learners predicts that all learners in our study will have problems learning the allomorphy, and that problems will be evident regardless of whether the morphemes are attached to words that have licit phonotactics (according to their native language) or not. On the other hand, there is reason to predict that no one will have trouble. The input is structured to facilitate learning in two ways. First, the licit phonotactics are not part of the target morphemes themselves, rather, they are in the word that follows these morphemes. Second, the input is constructed to provide clear segmentation information (via infixed, described below) about all of the word initial clusters in the artificial languages (licit and otherwise), in

1 Importantly, the basic ability, using TP information to segment subunits within meaningless words, has already been shown by Finley and Newport (2010) using a much simpler language.
a way that mimics what happens in real languages. Given how the input is structured and the numerous studies showing that adults can learn novel forms in artificial languages via statistical learning, it seems quite possible, indeed even likely, that participants should learn the allomorphic alternations. Our hypothesis, that learners will have difficulty learning allomorphic variation when the words that morphemes are attached to conflict with word-formation rules in their first language (but not otherwise), therefore, is not as obvious an outcome as it might at first seem.

Methods

Participants

Thirty undergraduates (18 females) at the University of California, Berkeley participated for course credit. Participants were native speakers of English who reported normal hearing.

Stimuli and Experimental Manipulation

The overall structure of the artificial languages was designed to mimic particular features of natural languages related to morphological marking, but without the words having any meaning. In particular, the languages had features reminiscent of the grammatical categories nouns and verbs, transitive and intransitive sentences, and case agreement. There were two primary word types (A and B), along with several prefixes and infixes. There were also two sentence types, and the distribution of the words, prefixes, and infixes in the two sentence types created a simulation of morphological and grammatical structure reminiscent of natural languages. Thus, the structure is somewhat more complicated than many artificial languages, but importantly, was the same for both the experimental and control languages.

Table 1 lists the words and affixes used in the experimental and control languages. Given the complex nature of the manipulation (and how it is instantiated in the languages), we explain the word and affix types in some detail before describing the particulars of the sentence structure and stimuli set. All transcriptions of stimuli below (and in figures and tables) are based on English orthography-phonetics correspondences.

A-words and B-words. The 12 main words in each language were divided into two types, A-words and B-words, with B-words being further divided into subtypes B1 and B2. As can be seen in Table 1, there were eight A-words, two B1-words, and two B2-words. The two major classes were designed to mimic the grammatical classes noun (A-words) and verb (B-words), and the two kinds of B-words are akin to intransitive and transitive verbs. A-words and B-words differed in three ways. First, their form and sound in the A-word and the form of the prefix was the same in the two languages. The relationship between the first sound in the A-word and the form of the prefix was the same in the licit and illicit cluster languages. Indeed, the prefixes themselves were the same in the two languages.

The two prefixes had different distributions. The first prefix (P1; juh) was always attached to the first A-word in the sentence. This prefix is like subject marking or nominative case. The second prefix (P2; woy) was attached to the second A-word in the sentence, and therefore occurred only in long sentences. This prefix is like object or accusative case marking.

Infixes. Finally, there were four monosyllabic infixes that occurred between P1 and the A-word in short (intransitive) sentences. Like the prefixes, the infixes were contextually dependent in that they did not occur with P2 or in long sentences. For instance, the infix muwj would occur between juhb and ahhb (as in juhbmuwwajhbbak) or between juh and krahrey (as in juhmuwjkrahrey), likewise for every other P1 and A-word combination. These infixes clearly indicate the boundary between the prefix and the following A-word, and in so doing, stack the deck against our hypothesis. In terms of transitional probability, the infix creates an additional nonadjacent association between the A-word and the prefix (it is additional because the nonadjacent relationship only applies when the infix is present; when it is absent, the relationship is an adjacent one). Importantly, nonadjacent relationships based on TPs are learnable (Gómez, 2002; Newport & Aslin, 2004). The infixes also make the language more naturalistic; in natural languages, forms like nouns are surrounded by multiple different morphemes, each of which potentially serves to assist a learner in learning.

The third difference was that the A-words (but not the B-words) were divided into two phonologically defined categories. In each language, four of the A-words begin with a vowel and have either vowel-consonant-consonant-vowel-consonant (VCCVC) or VCCV structure, and the other four begin with a consonant cluster and have either CCVCVC or CCVCV structure. Importantly, these four CC-onset words are illicit (in their onsets) according to English phonotactics in the experimental language, but not the control language. All other words and affixes in the languages are licit according to English phonotactics in both languages.

Prefixes. All A-words were preceded by one of two monosyllabic prefixes. These prefixes are the target morphemes, the morphemes that evoke allomorphy.

Both prefixes had two forms, or allomorphs: juh or juhb and woy or woy. Which form the prefix took depended crucially on the A-word it preceded. Specifically, if the A-word started with a vowel (e.g., ahhb), the prefix would end in a consonant (juhb or woy). If the A-word started with a consonant cluster (as in krahrey), the prefix would take the shorter form and end in a vowel (juh or woy). This form-contingent structure was modeled on allomorphs that occur in natural languages. This did not differ between the two languages. The relationship between the first sound in the A-word and the form of the prefix was the same in the licit and illicit cluster languages. Indeed, the prefixes themselves were the same in the two languages.

The two prefixes had different distributions. The first prefix (P1; juh) was always attached to the first A-word in the sentence. This prefix is like subject marking or nominative case. The second prefix (P2; woy) was attached to the second A-word in the sentence, and therefore occurred only in long sentences. This prefix is like object or accusative case marking.

In Table 1, there were eight A-words, two B1-words, and two B2-words. The two major classes were designed to mimic the grammatical classes noun (A-words) and verb (B-words), and the two kinds of B-words are akin to intransitive and transitive verbs. A-words and B-words differed in three ways. First, their form differed: A-words were bisyllabic, and B-words were monosyllabic. Second, they were different in their distribution: sentences in real languages, there were no restrictions on which A- and B-words could go together based on meaning; any A-word could occur with any B-word and vice versa. The order of the words was A–B1 in short sentences and A–B2–A in long sentences.

2 Although there is evidence that suffixes might be easier to learn than prefixes (e.g., Slobin, 1973; St Clair, Monaghan, & Ramscar, 2009), we used prefixes because it allowed us to use clusters that have previously been shown to cause adult learners difficulty in a word segmentation study (Finn & Hudson Kam, 2008).

3 Although the forms modelled on morphemes have no associated meanings, distributionally, they are very much like grammatical morphemes, in that their occurrence is correlated with the placement or location of the word they are part of or attached to.
finding the boundaries (e.g., plural, possessive, agentive, etc.) All four infixes occurred an equal number of times in the input stimuli and equally often between all P1 and A-word pairings.

**Sentences.** As shown in Figure 1, short sentences always begin with a P1 (juh or juhb), which is followed by an infix, then an A-word, and then a B1-word. Example short sentences are shown in Figure 1 for both the experimental and control languages. As was described previously, the phonological form of the A-word determines which form of the prefix is used, either juh or juhb.4

Long sentences also begin with P1, either juh or juhb, followed by an A-word, then a B1-word, then P2 (woy or woyss), and then finally the second A-word. The phonological form of the A-word again determines which form of the prefix is used, either juh or juhb for the first A-word, and either woy or woyss for the second A-word.

Sentences in the presentation set were generated randomly, and then the generated sentences were presented randomly (the same random list for all participants) with the constraint that a sentence could not follow itself. All words were matched for frequency across sentence types (i.e., all eight A-words occurred equally often in short and long sentences). In long sentences, any given A-word occurred equally often as the first and second A-word. In total, the exposure contained 4,480 sentences. Each A-word occurred 840 times, each B-word 1,120 times, each infix 560 times. P1 occurred 4,480 times, 2,240 times in short sentences and 2,240 times in long sentences, and P2 occurred 2,240 times (in long sentences only). The exposure set lasted 114 min, which was split up into two sets of stimuli. The duration of the first set was 60 min, and the second set, 54 min.

The result of this structure is perfect syllable-to-syllable TPs within words, but not across word or morpheme boundaries. At the level of phonemes, the TPs between the A-words and their prefixes are likewise higher within words than across boundaries. Notably, the fact that A-words can occur after both prefixes and the infix should make them segmentable as units even for the CC-onset words in the experimental language. Indeed, the infix that occurs between P1 and the A-word in short sentences should make the boundary especially clear.

The auditory stimuli were created with a text-to-speech program SoftVoice (Katz, 2005), which was programmed to produce syllables with a F0 (fundamental frequency) of 83.62 Hz, to match vowels for length, and to have no coarticulation to avoid non-TP cues to segmentation. Sentences were separated by a pause of 87–93 ms, but there were no pauses between the words within a sentence.

**Exposure**

Participants were randomly divided into two exposure conditions: experimental and control. In both, participants were told that they were going to listen to a new artificial language, and they were instructed to neither overthink nor ignore the stimulus. To facilitate this, participants colored (using crayons or markers) while they were listening. Exposure lasted for 60 min on the first day and 54 on the second and always occurred on successive days. After exposure on the second day, participants completed a forced-choice test.

**Tests**

The tests examined whether participants learned that each of the prefixes should end in a consonant if it occurs before an A-word that starts with a vowel and, conversely, should end in a vowel if it occurs before an A-word that starts with a consonant cluster (i.e., juhahbkahg is not grammatical while juhahbkahg is and vice versa for words that begin with a consonant).4

---

4 Note that the form of the prefix does not vary with the infix, as infixes always have CVC form. Thus, one can think of the word forms as being determined in stages, with the infix “added after” the prefix form is determined.
**Familiar-infix test items.** Since we were specifically interested in exactly how participants had segmented the stimuli at the level of the phoneme, we needed a test that enabled us to examine very small differences in placement of the boundary, which the use of a test infix allowed. (Pilot work revealed that participants were distracted by a novel infix at testing if one had not previously occurred during exposure, hence the use of the infixes in the exposure stimuli.) Thus, we tested segmentation by putting a familiar infix, that is, one experienced in the input, within a prefix + A-word string in either the correct or incorrect location with respect to the correct segmentation. Recall that during exposure, infixes had occurred with the first A-word in the sentence, but not the second. Thus, participants had only experienced P₁, but not P₂, in a way that clearly indicated the correct segmentation of A-words.

For half of the forced-choice test items, the initial syllable of the A-word started with a consonant cluster (CCV; eight test items), and the other half started with a vowel (VC; eight test items). Within each initial syllable type (CCV and VC), half of the items used the prefix (P₁; juh) that occurred with the infixes in the training set, and the other half tested items using P₂ (woy). There were a total of eight test items for each prefix, four with CCV-initial syllables, and four with VC-initial syllables. For test items using A-words that began with consonant clusters (CCV-initial syllable items), the infix was in either the correct or incorrect location, and when in the incorrect location, the cluster was split (e.g., juhinfixchpughzeen vs. juhchinfixpughzeen; juhch would be incorrect based on the input statistics but would sound better according to English phonotactics).

For VC-initial-syllable test items, there were two types of test items (four each, two using P₁ and two using P₂). In one, the infix was in the correct versus incorrect location with respect to the consonant that is part of the prefix (i.e., juhbinfixahbkahg vs. juhbinfixahbkahg; juhbinfixahbkahg would be correct based on the input statistics). These are called VC-prefix-consonant-correct-location test items. In the other, the final consonant of the prefix was either present and in the correct location (as it should be) or missing (i.e., juhbinfixahbkahg vs. juhjinxahbkahg; juhbinfixahbkahg would be correct based on the input statistics). These are called VC-prefix-consonant-missing items. The first type assessed whether participants knew which sounds the prefix consonant “goes with.” The latter assessed whether they knew the distributional restrictions on the CV form of the prefix. Note that neither the correct nor incorrect options violate English phonotactic restrictions. These variations in incorrect forms for the VC-initial-syllable A-words were used because it was not clear exactly how the phonotactic restrictions inherent in the CCV-initial-syllable A-words would affect participants’ ability to learn the much easier allomorph for the VC-initial-syllable words (if indeed they did), and we did not want to select the wrong possibility and miss finding an effect. Examples of each of these test items can be seen in Figure 2.

**Novel-infix test items.** We were interested in assessing the strength of any morpheme knowledge acquired during exposure, and so we included eight additional test items that used two novel infixes (jung and leerg), four items with P₁, and four with P₂. Half had A-words with CCV-initial syllables, and half had VC-initial syllables. Because of the small amount of items, all VC initial syllable items were of the VC-prefix-consonant-correct-location type. These test items examined how robust participants’ knowledge was by probing how they would deal with novel forms interacting with the artificial language morphemes.

There were a total of 24 test items (16 using familiar infixes and eight using novel infixes), presented in random order. For each subtest, the correct answer appeared in the first position (of the two presented alternatives) 50% of the time and the second position 50% of the time. Individual test items were the same for each participant. Test items were presented over headphones, with a 1-s pause in between items, and participants were asked to indicate with a button press which member of the pair sounded more like it belonged in the language they were listening to, by pressing “1” if they thought the first option was better and “2” if they thought the second option was better.

**Procedure**

On the first day, participants came into the lab, read and signed the consent form, and then listened to the language for 60 min. On the second day, they listened to the remaining exposure (54 min) and then performed the tests. Exposure and testing were conducted individually in a quiet room. Stimuli and tests were presented via noise-cancelling headphones. After completing the tests, participants filled in a survey probing their demographic and language backgrounds.

**Predictions**

If participants are segmenting solely on the basis of distributional information, and adults have no difficulty with such analyses, we would expect them to be able to learn the two different forms for each of the prefixes, as well as how they are distributed, that is, that the CVC form goes with vowel-initial A-words and the CV form with CC-initial words. If native language phonotactic restrictions affect learning, however, we would expect successful learning of the allomorphic alternations only for the control group. The experimental group by contrast will have difficulty. We expect the experimental group to only have difficulty with P₂ given that P₁ segmentation was made clear by the inclusion of the infix in the short sentences, which broke the P₁-to-A-word strings into their component parts and created a boundary. We also predict that difficulty with P₂ would be observed only for the CV allomorph and the CC initial words; the boundary for the CVC allomorph is unaffected by the L1 phonotactic restrictions. Thus, the CVC allomorphs are a sort of language internal control. Additionally,
they serve as possible models for (mis)parsing the CV + CC initial words; they could lead participants to extract a CVC form as the basic prefix type, which would lead to misparsing in the case of the CV allomorph.

A third possibility is suggested by the not uncommon belief that adult learners initially extract large chunks from input, due to their superior memory skills, only progressing to analyze the internal structure of the chunks with continued exposure (see, for instance, a thread on idiom comprehension on the CHILDES listserve in early mid-June, 2014). Although there is only mixed support for this idea (see Ellis, 2012 and Weinert, 1995, for reviews), it would predict that neither group would do very well at learning the allomorphy. For a learner to track distributions over words or parts of words (Thompson & Newport, 2007), the units need to be segmented (and represented) correctly. Logic dictates that if they are missegmented early on, learning distributional information about how the units operate will be problematic, especially for subtle aspects of morphology such as allophony, where the form of a morpheme depends on the form of the stem to which it is attached.

Results

**Familiar-Infix Test Items**

Mean performance on the familiar-infix test items is shown in Figure 3. Our primary hypothesis was that the experimental group would perform poorly (in general and relative to the control group) on CCV-initial-syllable items (that violate English-onset phonotactics) for the prefix that was not segmented in the exposure: P₂. In line with this, a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed a significant prefix by condition interaction, F(1, 28) = 4.225, p = .049, n² = .131, stemming from the fact that the simple main effect of prefix was significant for the experimental, t(14) = 3.228, p = .006, d = .836, Bonferroni corrected α = .025, but not control, t(14) = .764, p = .458, d = .204, participants. That is, as can be seen in Figure 3a, only the experimental participants had more difficulty with the prefix for which segmentation had to be accomplished via TP information. Moreover, while the control participants’ performance was better than chance for both prefixes, P₁; t(14) = 2.47, p = .027, d = .637; P₂; t(14) = 2.43, p = .029, d = .628, participants in the experimental condition only performed better than chance for P₁; t(14) = 2.75, p = .016, d = .710, but not P₂, t(14) = −1.435, p = .173, d = .370. Since the experimental group differs from the control only in whether the CC onset clusters violate (or not) English onset phonotactics, the data indicate that the learning of morphological variation can be specifically affected by native language phonological knowledge.

The VC-initial-syllable test items (shown in Figure 3b) served as a built-in control. Because these words begin with vowels, no word-onset phonotactics are being violated in English. Thus performance should not differ across the groups, and prefix segmentation should not suffer. Recall that we included two different types of incorrect forms in this test, leading to an analysis with two within-subjects factors (prefix, type) and one between-subjects factor (group/condition). The ANOVA revealed no group by prefix, F(1, 28) = .130, p = .764, n² = .006, or group by type, F(1, 28) = .207, p = .653, n² = .007, interactions. As predicted, the groups did not treat these items differently. Of interest, however, is a significant prefix by test type interaction, F(1, 28) = 16.129, p < .001, n² = .365; such that for P₁ and P₂, performance did not differ when the consonant was absent, t(29) = 0.00, p = 1.0, d = 0, but did when it was misplaced, t(29) = 4.822, p < .001, d = .886, Bonferroni corrected α = .025. For the unsegmented prefix therefore, all learners performed worse when the letter was present than when it was absent. In fact, performance was significantly below chance specifically when P₂ was present and in the wrong location, t(29) = −5.113, p < .001, d = .934, but significantly above chance for all other subtests (All VC; P₁-present: t(29) = 3.067, p = .005, d = .566; P₁-absent: t(29) = 2.504, p = .018, d = .457; P₂-absent: t(29) = 2.283, p = .030, d = .417). This suggests that learners consistently want to put the letter in the wrong place (in front of the A-word instead of at the end of the prefix). Because learners had not previously been given a segmentation cue for these items, in contrast to P₁, it seems a preference for words to start with consonants is overriding the statistical regularities that point to the consonant being at the end of the prefix.

**Novel-Infix Test Items**

As with the familiar test items above, novel test items were analyzed separately for CCV-initial-syllable and VC-initial-syllable items, since segmentation should be interrupted only for CCV-initial items (that violate English onset phonotactics in the experimental condition) for the second prefix (P₂) in experimental
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might make novelty easier for at least the P1 across the groups of during test. This result was anticipated given pilot work, but we in a consistent way for either prefix when novel infixes were used Overall, neither the control nor the experimental group segmented neither the control nor the experimental group segmented. As predicted, we found that participants learned the morphological representations), incorrectly calculating associations, or an inter-

Discussion

In this article, we ask whether missegmentation in adult learners resulting from a conflict between their L1 and a new language could lead to mislearning of important morphological variation. We exposed learners to one of two languages: control and experimental. While both languages contained consonant clusters, only those in the experimental language violated English phonotactics. As predicted, we found that participants learned the morphological variation in the control language. This was not true for learners in the experimental language—they had difficulty learning the allomorph, although the statistics in the input clearly indicated where the morpheme boundaries should be. As such, prior linguistic knowledge can have an impact on distributional learning beyond word segmentation.

Two controls were built into this study. First, there is a full control language (learned by a separate group). This language contains all of the complexity of the experimental language (in terms of patterns of words and morpheme structure) but complies with the rules of English word-onset phonotactics. As such, simple complexity cannot be the reason that experimental subjects were unable to learn P2 (the way allomorph); rather, the failure of the experimental group to learn this has to do with missegmentation due to illicit onset phonotactics.

A second control was built in by having two, rather than just one, morphemes that vary depending on the word they proceed: P1 and P2. Exposure to P1 was very different from exposure to P2. During exposure to P2, learners never heard anything in between the prefix and the following word. Therefore, learning that way precedes cluster-initial words and ways precedes vowel initial words could be disrupted by missegmenting the cluster and inappropriately appending the initial consonant of the cluster to the end of the prefix. In the case of P1, the presence of infixes essentially performed this segmentation for learners. Learners hear juhb-inf post-vowel initial word and juhb-inf consonant cluster-initial word and can therefore decipher the onset cluster of any given word from the end of the infix. It is compelling that performance is selectively impaired for learning only the one morpheme, and that, only in the experimental, but not control, language.

These data lead to important questions about how and why knowledge of one’s native language influences segmentation in the first (Finn & Hudson Kam, 2008). This experiment, along with previous work, can only document the influence of this knowledge, but does not speak to how exactly the L1 knowledge leads to the effects seen here. It is as yet unknown whether such knowledge interferes with the ability to compute TPs or whether the TPs are computed but when endorsing word candidates it is ignored or overruled by other (and older) knowledge. If L1 knowledge interferes with the ability to compute the TPs, how might this be so? Might learners be drawing associations across the wrong units (or representations), incorrectly calculating associations, or an interaction between the two that leads to the learning patterns (and

Figure 4. Performance on segmentation task for novel infix for CCV-syllable-initial (a) and VC-syllable-initial (b) A-words, by condition and prefix.
failures) we see? Is it the case, for example, that L2 learners cannot create the appropriate representations to track distributional information over? Or might it be possible (though difficult) to create the appropriate representations, but performing computations over those representations is impaired (perhaps because forming the representations is difficult)? Sorting out these possibilities must be the topic of future work. Demonstrations of L1 transfer or interference in experiments like this establishes artificial language studies as a viable paradigm for use in probing L1 effects in L2 learning more directly. Indeed, the phenomenon of interference has been known to exist for a very long time (Odlin, 1989), but exactly what causes interference effects is difficult to uncover in studies of naturalistic acquisition. Moreover, using very controlled L2s as we have here has the potential to uncover L2 effects that are much broader than those that people usually think about when they think of interference (as in, beyond the knowledge of one linguistic feature in an L1 interfering with learning that feature in an L2, see also Finn et al., 2013).

Two other aspects of our data deserve comment. The first is the asymmetrical results in the VC-initial-syllable items. Recall that all participants performed poorly on the test items where the incorrect options had the final prefix consonant attached to the beginning of the A-word. This finding is based on a small number of test items, and so we wish to be very cautious about interpreting this finding. However, it does suggest that researchers need to be mindful of the predispositions that participants bring to experiments when designing (and so interpreting) test items. (It is not lost on us that this is actually our main point—that participants are not blank slates.) Had we only included this kind of test item, we would have erroneously concluded that participants could not segment those kinds of items at all. Where this preference comes from is worth investigating further, sorting out whether this is a universal preference regarding word forms or is instead experience-based, for instance. Second is the poor performance on the items using novel infxes. These were included to assess whether the knowledge participants ended up with was robust enough to support extension to novel forms. Although participants were clearly able to segment the morphemes and learn the generalizations about their distribution (in the control condition and for one of the prefixes in the experimental condition), they were unable to use what they knew to perform well on the items containing novel infxes. There are two possible explanations for their failure on these items. One is that their knowledge was simply not robust enough to allow them to deal with novel forms in addition to the artificial language morphemes they had been exposed to: exposure was longer than in many artificial language studies, but it was still only two sessions. If this is the case, changing the experiment so that their knowledge is more robust, for example, by increasing exposure time, or making the forms meaningful (see, e.g., Arnon & Ramscar, 2012) might increase performance on these novel test items. Alternatively, they may have had difficulty with the novel forms themselves. Hearing new things in the context of the study might have thrown participants off. If so, then familiarizing participants with novel forms (but not the grammatical combinations to-be-tested) before testing would improve performance.

With these data, we join a growing literature showing that learning in one linguistic domain influences learning in another. Instead of previous reports showing that children’s learning in one domain facilitates another (Kuhl, Cowboy, Padden, Nelson, & Pruit, 2005; Newman, Ratner, Jusczyk, Jusczyk, & Dow, 2006; Thal, Bates, Zappia, & Oroz, 1996), we show that mislearning in one domain disrupts learning in another. Thus, our data are in line with other reports showing that one must have the base (or subordinate) units rights to compute the relations among those units (Emerson, Liu, & Zevin, 2013). However, we do not want to suggest that these relationships are deterministic; it is entirely possible that an early missegmentation could later be overcome with additional exposure, a different suite of segmentation cues, and explicit teaching (something typical in adult language acquisition). Ultimately, these possibilities require further research.

The data reported here are clear: adults’ native language knowledge can interfere with the learning of important morphological variation in a novel unsegmented language. These data are not documenting the influence of native language in the classic sense: with knowledge of one feature of language—say morphology—interfering with the learning of that same feature in a new language (morphology). Instead, we show that knowledge of native language phonotactics can have a cascading impact affecting word segmentation and the morphological variation that relies upon proper segmentation.
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### Appendix

**SoftVoice Code for Words in Both Languages (Experimental and Control)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental language word type</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>Infix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHPAHZIYN</td>
<td>HHAAN</td>
<td>JUH/JUHB</td>
<td>MUWJ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFOHBUWL</td>
<td>CHIYD</td>
<td>WOY/WOYS</td>
<td>NUWL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THMAXREY</td>
<td>GIYL</td>
<td>RIYG</td>
<td>NEYD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTIYSAA</td>
<td>NAHG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHBKAAG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IYFIYJL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEVNLE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHNLUW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control language word type</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>Infix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THRAHZIYN</td>
<td>HHAAN</td>
<td>JUH/JUHCH</td>
<td>MUWJ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZWOHBUWL</td>
<td>CHIYD</td>
<td>WOY/WOYT</td>
<td>NUWL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KRAXREY</td>
<td>GIYL</td>
<td>RIYG</td>
<td>NEYD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLIYSAA</td>
<td>NAHG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHBKAAG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IYFIYJL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEVNLE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHNLUW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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